
“To Mega Therion” 
 

[World ID: Primax 109.0 Beta] 

In the year 2009, the "Auto-Avatars" of Alternity Convoy from numerous worlds assembled to 

confront the super-dimensional lifeform Hytherion, which had invaded Earth, and began their 

attack all at once. While Megatron observed the state of the battle from within his battleship 

lurking in transwarp space, he directed his thoughts to the trials he'd undergone so far. 

 

Having fallen into a frozen state in the battles of his native "BT World", when Megatron 

activated his optics once again, he realized that the world's power chart had been recolored, and 

that the Destrons were at the nadir of decline. While many of the Cybertrons had evolved into 

Alternity super-entities, the Destrons had been completely left out of the flow of this revolution, 

leaving them several thousand years behind in advancement. Burning in rage, Megatron had 

embarked on a long quest traversing space-time to overturn the present situation. He did 

extensive research to acquire the power to oppose the Alternity, trained in science and 

technology, thoroughly honed his mental discipline, and allied himself with similar-minded 

Megatrons from other worlds, exhausting enough time to make himself grow faint. At long last, 

he settled on a single plan. 

 

Just as the Convoy Corps were launching a decisive attack on Hytherion, Megatron activated the 

titanic chaotizer device within his ship, changing his "existence code" and engraving it on the 

nucleus of the beast. In short, Megatron had combined with the Beast of Time and now 

controlled its body. 

 

"It was necessary to place Hytherion in a state of apparent death for this fusion. For that I 

prepared an emitter that produced a temporal code the beast preferred and lured it to this 

defenseless world. All to gain the materials I desired to allow me to battle the Alternity." 

 

Gradually, Hytherion's titanic body changed into a humanoid shape, until at length it vanished to 

a higher world. Or so it was thought, but suddenly, two cars left on a street down on the ground 

transformed, taking on the form of Megatron! The Auto-Avatars he had prepared ahead of time 

had activated. 

 

"Like you, Hytherion is an Alternium-based lifeform. Thus, he already possessed power equal to 

yours!" Megatron unsheathed his sword and slashed at Convoy. "These days of peace under your 

reign end now. From here on, you will see the infinite galaxy being overrun and brought to ruin 

time and time again!" 

 

 

 

Higher Definition 
 

Alternium: The basic material from which the bodies of the Alternity race are constructed. It is 

an element associated with higher dimensions, and no more than a portion of it is visible to us. 

Its properties allow it to store the memories and life essences of lifeforms within its crystalline 

structure, and by fusing with Transformers, it became a new species of lifeform. Because it was 

generated in the course of hyperspatial creation experiments carried out on the "BT World", it 

appears to be a lump of metal, but one could consider its true form as being "solidic space"—

outer space composed entirely of solid matter. 

 

Hytherion: The super-dimensional creature that is the natural enemy of the Alternity. A lifeform 

that eats time, one of its traits is enjoying the consumption of points in time related to "the origin 



of things", so it is known and feared by numerous sentient species as the "Origin Eater". Like the 

Alternity, its composition is based on higher-dimension material, though it is uncertain whether 

it is an origin of life like them. 

 

BT World: One of the other-dimensional worlds that exists in a different continuum from the 

current setting, this is the Alternity's land of origin. Its world-classification ID is "Primax 903.0 

Beta". Through a collaborative system between Earthlings and Transformers, the innovative 

"Binaltech" technology maximized their prosperity, and at the end of their tireless quest, they 

created the super-substance Alternium. This is the most important timeline to the Alternity, and 

in order to protect their origin from their antagonists' intervention, it is guarded by a variety of 

spatial defense countermeasures, beginning with the "Protectors" infrastructure. 

 

 

 

A-02 Master Therion/Megatron 

 

Alternity Emperor of Destruction Megatron 
 

Transformation...Nissan Fairlady Z 

Having achieved his evolution into a higher-dimensional lifeform known as an Alternity, 

Megatron has incarnated himself as Transformers possessing both the appearance of a war deity 

and the ability to transform into sports cars, all in order to wield his power on Earth. These 

bodies, known as Auto-Avatars, embody the transcendency of Megatron, who has become a 

celestial being, and upon being linked to the true Alternity, they display strange abilities that 

defy the imagination. Like Convoy, the Megatron Alternity is formed from an assemblage of 

various Megatrons from alternate dimensions, with a number of Auto-Avatars equal to the 

number of its members. There are two known representative individuals: "Blue" from the BT 

world, and his first ally, "Silver". To realize their dreams of conquest and overthrow the 

Cybertron Alternity, they are plotting to augment their power to expand the "Megatron 

Aggregate". 

 

PWR...10 

STR...10 

SPD...9 

END...10 

RNK...10 

CRG...10 

FRP...8 

SKL...10 

 

    * Higher Dimension Sensory Array [head]: A type of sensor that boosts perceptual strength in 

higher dimensions.  

 

    * Negavation Cloak Emitter [shoulder]: A stealth feature that disrupts detection of alternities.  

 

    * Alternium Hyper-Frame [clavicle]: Physically links the Auto-avatar and Alternity frame. A 

terminal for higher-dimensional matter.  

 

    * Timaeus Powertrack Generator [chest]: Generates a run loop for the "Timaeus Drive" super-

temporal driver.  

 



    * Inertia Manipulation Device [waist]: A control device which can alter the momentum of 

enemy physical attacks or the user's body.  

 

    * Gravital Blades [forearm]: Swords that slash apart space and slice up the flow of time. They 

can be used to open up a dimensional hole and create a beam attack that bathes the target in the 

exotic particles that flow out.  

 

    * Tesseractal Swords: A sword made from the fang of the Hytherion, a super-dimensional 

creature. It can slash even faraway enemies, ignoring intervening spacial distance.  

 

    * Holo-Kinetic Arm Projector [lower leg]: Generates an invisible force field arm that can 

support devices' installation, removal and self-repair. 


